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Faculty Senate awaits
tribunal · report
ness we are demanding for our
Voicing the opinion of most
collegues be extended to those sen!l~ors, Dr. Jerry Polinard,
affected by our recommenda- political science professor and
The Faculty Senate voted in tions."
FSEC/FSIC chair, said he disfavor of postponing action on the
agrees
with Freeman and Lee
recommendations of the Faculty · Controversy arose during the
Senate Executive Committee and Nov. 29th meeting between that the senate has been intimithe Faculty Senate Investigation senators and non-senators over dated.
"I am proud of the work the
Committe (FSEC/FSIC Ad Hoc whether it is wise not to act on
Faculty
Senate has done," PoliCommittee) until· a tribunal in- the recommendations of the
nard
said.
vestigating charges against two FSEC/FSIC report before the
School of Business Administra- tribunal meets.
Dr. Layne Jorgensen, assocition professors has given its final
ate
professorof health and physiDr. Samuel Freeman, political
report.
cal
education and Faculty Senate
science professor and non-senavice
chair, and Dr. Bob Lonard,
tor,
said
that
the
time
to
act
is
The following are the reasons
biology
professor and FSIC
•
long
over
due.
that guide the recommendatiQn
chair,
said
their constituents feel
to wait as stated in the report
Concurring with Freeman, Dr. the Faculty Senate should wait
drafted by the FSEC/FSIC:
Lee Hamilton, assistant profes- until after the tribunal meets to
of English and also a non- act on the recommendations of
sor
•"Respect for our collegues on
senator,
said that they should not the FSEC/FSIC.
the tribunal suggests that we wait.
should allow that process to
. After long deliberations, the
reach a conclusion ..."
"We say [the report] is clear issue was tabled until the tribuand convincing, but then we say nal reports.
•"The gravity of the FSEC/ it's not so clear, not so convincFSIC's recommendations re- ing," Hamilton said. "I get the
The Faculty Senate will hold
quires that the senate take all sense that the senate has no con- its last meeting of the semester
steps to ensure that the basic fair- fidence in its own investigation." on Wednesday.
BEATRIZ MOYA
Staff Writer

Christmas on Camera- What do you want for Christmas? A picture with Santa? At the
Mall, Cristina and Rocio sit on his lap for a Christmas memory. (Photo by Tony Mercado)

Regent to speak at graduation
Dr. Mario Ramirez of Rio
Grande City, a member of the
Board of Regents of The University of Texas System, will deliver the keynote address to the
first class ever to graduate from
The University of Texas-Pan
American.
The estimated 882 students
eligible to take part in the ceremonies will include Dec. and
Aug. 1989 graduates.
Graduation for this semester is
scheduled for 5 p.m. Sunday,
Dec. 17, in the University Field-

house. A reception for graduates and their families will follow after ceremonies are completed in the Fieldhouse Courtyard.
Two associate's degrees, 281
bachelor's degrees and 57 master's degrees will be awarded to
Aug. graduates.
The Dec. graduates will include 462 candidates for bachelor's degrees and 80 for master's
degrees, according to estimates
from the Office of Admissions
and Records.

Ramirez is one of the newest
members ofthe UT System Board
of Regents. He was appointed
by Gov. Bill Clements earlier
this year. Clements' first appointee withdrew his name after
a group of state senators threatened to block confirmation of
Clements' three male Anglo appointments to the board.
Ramirez ~arned his medical
degree from the University of
Tennessee College of Medicine
afterattendingThe University of
Texas at Austin from 1942-1944.

He practied family medicine in
Romafrom 1950to 1975, when
he moved the practice to Rio
Grande City, where it has been to
the present.
Ramirez's term on the UT System board expires Feb. 1, 1995.
Graduation candidates are
asked to be in the P.E. Complex
by4p.m.
Students needinginformatin on
caps and gowns should contact
the University Bookstore at 3812251.

Committee appoints new editor
CLAUDIA RODRIGUEZ
Staff Writer

A new editor for The Pan
American newspaper was appointed by the Studc~t Publications Committee to replace the
current editor who resigned last
month.
The committee elected . Joe
Zambrano, current managing
editor, as editor for the spring

Rio on
the way
UT-PA' s
general feature
magazine, Rio, is at the printers ·
and will be out at registration for
the spring semester or by the first
week of classes.
Rio, which is produced
camera-ready by publication
students, is in its fifth year of
production.
Previous issues have received
several national awards.
The magazine is distributed free
to students under student service
fees.

seme~ter. He will replace Leticia Cavazos who has been editor
since the first summer session.
She resigned last month due to
course and work overload.
Although Zambrano was the
only applicant for the editor
position, he faced some opposition from a committee member
to hold the position.
The committee convened to
interview the applicant as to
(l!Ialifications, experience, sufficient time for the iob, grade
point average aP-d a· reason for
wanting to b~ editor.
Vem Vincent, business administration professor and director of
graduate studies moved that
Zambrano be accepted as editor.
After the motion was seconded,
Sandra Layton, student elected
member of the committee, asked
to have a closed meeting with
Zambrano out of the room.
Layton was especially concerned with Zambrano' s qualifications. She asked why a journalism major wasn't sought out
to occupy the job.
Cavazos explained. "There
may be a strong journalism major qualified to be editor, but he

(she) did not apply and anyway,
anyone who is really interested
in working for the newspaper is
already working there."
The history of the editors was
also discussed. The committee
wanted to know why there has
been a change of editor almost
every semester .
Joyce Prock, student publications advisor, discussed the
amount of time each editor had
remained in position since 1981.
Most editors would hold editorship for two semesters or more
but as the job changed and became more difficult the amount
of time in editorship decreased.
"Almost no editor steps down
without knowing there is someone that can do the job," Cavazos
said.
Zambrano 's qualifications
were defended by both Prock and
Cavazos who work with him.
As a result of working in the
military, he is organized and
responsible, Cavazos said.
Zambrano has been working
for the paper for two semesters.
"What is good about Joe is that
he is interested in the job and has
the time to do it." Cavazos said.

" He has held almost every position besides editor and has successfully accomplished all of
them."
Procksaidheis anaturalleader.
Prock and Cavazos believed he
• was the most qualified for the
position
"No one on this table knows
better what Joe can do than Mrs.
Prock or myself because we
work with him," Cavazos said.
All, except Layton, voted for
Zambrano to receive the editorship.
The committee will meet again
this month or early next semester to select an editor for Rio, the
student general interest magazine.
Zambrano plans to create a
better newspaper.
··1 want to make it the best
newsworthy university publica- ,
tion without allowing outside
influences to change my writing
context," Zambrano said. "To
do so would make me subject to
mediocracy. I also want to make
it more news oriented rather than
soap opera oriented."

Exam week library hours
Dec. 10-13
Sunday - Wednesday

7:30 a .m.-midnight

Dec. 14-22
Monday - Thursday
Friday
Closed on Saturdays and Sundays

8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
8 a.m.-3 p.m.

•• FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE ••
These examination schedules apply to the Edinburg campus only
FALL SEMESTER 1989-1990
Day Classes
Thursday, December 7
All TT English 1301 classes
9:30 a.m .
All MWF English 1301 classes
11:30 a.m .
All evening English 1301 classes
6:45 p.m .

7:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
5:00 p.m.

Friday, December 8
Math 1300 ctasses
Math 1334 classes
All Math 1340 classes

8:30 a.m .
10:45 a.m.
1:00 p.m.

-

10:15 a.m.
12:30 p.m.
2:45 p.m.

7:45
9:45
12:45
2:45

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

-

9:30
11:30
2:30
4:30

Monday, December 11
MWF-1 classes
a.m .
MWF-5 classes
a.m .
TT·2
classes
p.m.
classes
p.m.
TT-5

( 7:45
(11 :45
( 9:10
( 2:35

7:45
9:45
12:45
2:45

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

-

9:30
11:30
2:30
4:30

Tuesday, December 12
TT·1
classes
a.m.
MWF-2 classes
a.m.
MW-6 classes
p.m .
classes
TT-6
p.m.

( 7:45
( 8:45
(12:45
( 4:00

7:45
9:45
12:45
2:45

Wednesday, December 13
TT-3
classes
a.m. - 9:30 a.m .
MW-7 classes
a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
MWF-4 classes
p.m. - 2:30 p.m .
MW-8 classes
p.m .. - 4:30 p.m .

7:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
12:45 p.m.

-

Thursday, December 14
MWF-3 classes
9:30 a.m.
MW-9 classes
11:30 a.m.
TT-4
2:30 p.m.
classes

(10:35
( 2:10
(10:45
( 3:35

( 9:45
( 5:00
( 1:10

-

-

-

-

8:35)
12:35)
10:25)
3:50)

9:00)
9:35)
2:00)
5:15)

-

11 :50)
3:25)
11 :35)
4:50)

-

10:35)
6:15)
2:25)

Saturday classes: Examinations will be given at regular class time on December 9.
Evening classes: Final examinations will be given at regular class t ime beginning on Thursday, December 7, 1989, and ending on Wednesday, December 13,
1989. (Periods 11-14 considered evening classes).
NOTE: Examinations should be giveri only at the time designated . If an examination needs to be shifted from the scheduled time, prior approval by the appropriate
school dean is required. Examinations for double period classes should be given
at the time scheduled for the first hour the class meets.
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Editor reflects
on past decade
,HlS IS IT, ~O'f S.
LET'S TA KE IT
~OWNl

T

he end of a decade has come at hand once again;
therefore, we glance back and see the imprints of
mankind as they trod across the sands of time.
The 80s brought females out of the kitchen and released them from their stereotypical occupations of school
teachers.
Terrorist's suicidal missions took the lives of Marines in
Lebanon as they rested in their barracks.
Communist nations cried out for freedom-some succeeded
and others ended in death rallies.
Government officials were nationally humiliated and tried on
public television for secretly working with "contra" .armies.
Computers have begun to speak and life has become dependent
on them.
The spread of AIDS started taking human lifes as fast as
starvation did in third world nations. Dying has always been part
of life, but in the sheltered environment we live in, dying has
become a death bed scene in which we gently lie down and pass
away.
Does the future hold a scientific means to bliss by superceeding
the human kiss?
It is easy to be bold and laugh in the face of death when it is
somewhere else and does not require our presence.
. Th~ Am~~can ~earn of l~ving a better life is turning people
mto msensltlve anunated wimps. Technology has sent the nation
into a textbook frenzy in which all answers are to be found in a
book and anything else is to be thrown out for not meeting the
prescribed requirements.
The progress of a society is essential, but without the voice of
human reason we are our own curse.
The more our society learns and puts it down on text, the easier
it becomes for humans to read about anything without experience. Every generation brings new leaders that learn everything
in this manner. The new know-it-all generation has the answer to
every situation. Without life's cold experiences, they are to learn
one thing-to learn to throw the past away. History teaches us
nothing this way.

Editor gets 'high' from resignation

I

t's finally here! No, I'm not talking
about the cold weather or even the
end of the semester. I'm speaking
about the final issue of The Pan American
for this semester and my final day as editor
of the publication.
LETICIA CAVAZOS
We should listen to our past and take a long stare at the world '• _ The St:u__dentG.oE:rmnen:tA.ssnciation beat
Editor
be
mine
again,
and
I'll
drag
information
will
around us, not all is fine. Not everyone is dying silently in their
out of people, any people, just so I can write
bed from a long weary life.
ananicle.
and doing it in a responsible way isn't.
Now
that
I've
exposed
my
thrill
of
being
I'm happy to see that Sandra has taken
Silent faces scream so loud in some countries because it is the
able to report again, let's get to a very impor- such an interest in journalism, but I don't
only form of protest they know without torture. Females are put
tant factor of this newspaper-the election believe she has the right to speak about who
on the torturing table and people are silently disappearing. All
of editor.
Furthermore, if that individual existed he/
this is the price they pay for hope of freedom.
Joe Zambrano, managing editor, was she would probably be working at the newsThey live in darkness and look to the light of freedom, the light
appointed editor by the majority of the Stu- paper already. The people who want to work
etched in their hearts. Up close is the American flag burning.
dent
Publications Committee members pres- and can work are already working for The
We have protected freedom long enough, it is time to exercise
ent.
Only one individual did not feel he Pan American.
it and hope the future decade does not throw away the past.
should
receive the position-Sandra LayIn the past, requirements for editor inThere has been enough bloodshed to last every one a life time.
ton, former University Program Board presi- cluded having taken an editing class. That
We can only hope in the future to convince an enemy that he is
dent.
, class has not been taught in over two years.
wrong to win a bloodless battle. To blow up his children will
Sandra brought up some very interesting There is nothing better than hands-on expeonly prove him right.
points about the candidates who have ap- rience, but this course is a requirement for
plied for the editor's position, including Joe. journalism majors.
She asked why in recent years the editor
L E TT ER S PO L IC Y: ·
has not been a strong journalism major.
Lately, feature writing has been offered.
Maybe that's because we don't have a
strong journalism program. In fact, we hardly For a news oriented reporter, like me, this
"The
American" welcomes input from all readers. Letters
•
have a journalism program. If an individual course is not very helpful.
to the editor should be 250 words or less. They may be edited
is lucky enough, he/she will be able to attain
How does this university expect to put out
a couple of reporting courses and a photog- strong journalists if they don't offer the
for libelous statements, newspaper style, correct spelling and
raphy course.
requirements or enough instructors to teach
grammatical errors. Letters with the use of vulgar expres~ions
To make matters worse, all journalism the courses? If some of the advantages given
courses are taught by one individual. This to the theater program could be swayed to
will not run. All letters must be signed a..nd include the
meansthatjournalismmajorswillgothrough journalism, Sandra's wish might just come
writer's telephone number, and where applicable, !flil.J0r and
their academic years experiencing the same true.
classification or job title. Letters mm:t bl! typed and
thought-of-mind. What they learned in one
I have nothing against the theater program,
they'll
learn
in
the
others.
class,
but
I do believe it is more important to have
double-spaced. Names may be with/11:;ld l!!)vn req-:..est.
She said there had to be some journalism a strong, responsible press than teaching
Letters must be submitted at the Student Publications Office, major who could do the job. There probably people how to act. Acting is part of life, but
Emilia Hall 100, by noon the Friday prior to publication. The is, but we don't know where he/she is. making people aware of what is going on

is responsible enough for the job. She has no
idea what the job entails even though she coedited VOX POP, the now deceased SGN
UPB newsletter.
Enough about the election of editor, back
to my self-indulgence of pleasure forresigning the editor position.
It was a difficult year. The Pan American
had a new set of staff writers and production
people who had to be trained. Those were
the ones who stayed; there some who never
made it past the first month.

CIRCUS
LIFE

I had my share of mistakes- big mistakes-but all in all, I have no regrets be. cause I learned from them. The sleepless
nights, nervous breakdowns and arguments
with the staff are gone. I especially don't
remember all the complaints readers had of
the newspaper and how some individuals
thought I would not be able to handle the
editorship and the quality of the newspaper
would decline. No, all is in the past, and I'll
do what I really like to de>-report.

Pan

editors reserve the right to not print any letter. If interested in
writing a guest column, contact the editor.

To the staff-I apologize for being such a
bossy b---- on Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
To all concerned-No, our advisor does
not work on the layout design of the newspa-.
per. The staff does. The Pan American is a
student publication (the keyword here being
'student'), not an advisor controlled, university propaganda piece.
Finally, to all those indivictuals who didn't
think I was qualified enough to put out the
newspaper- pbbtth.
Merry Christmas and a happy 1990!

'Tis the season to forget

E

ve!Y ye~, I hear ~e same things
bem~ said about this place we call
the Rio Grande Valley• T~e gen~ral
seem~ to be that there, is nothmg
assessment
38th year • University of Texas-Pan American • Edinburg, Tx.
to do_ here. I disagree. There s a lot of
catchmg up to be done here.
Joe Zambrano, Managing Editor
Leticia Cavazos, Editor
Thissectionofthecountryishometobuih
the poorest people of the nation and some of
David Hunter, Sports Editor the wealthiest. The economic gap could
Ray Gomez, Copy Editor
hardly be more evident.
Staff Writers: Gloria Buentello, David Gonzales,
Sludging over the unpaved roads of some
Perry Mayall, Beatriz Moya, Maria Elena Oviedo,
of
the infamous "colonias" located in some
Claudia Rodriguez
of
the rural sections of Hidalgo County and
Reporters: Rob Neagle, John Gutierrez
then cruising the Treasure Hills area of
Photographers: Delcia Lopez, Joel Martinez,
Harlingen can make one wonder whether
Tony Mercado, Emma Pagan, Nereo Ramos
Cartoonist: Manuel Padilla
one is still in the same country. The differAd Designer: Anna Aranguren
ence is obvious. The problem is that there
Advertising Manager: Joseph Mangin
should not be this much of a difference.
Adviser: Joyce Prock
People should not have to endure the circumstances
which are put up with in the
The Pan American is a publication of Pan American University Student
Running water and sanitary
"colonias."
Publications. It is published every Thursday except during vacations and
waste disposal systems are things which all
holidays under the Department of Student Affairs, Judy Vinson, dean of
students; and Joyce Prock, adviser.Views presented here are those of the
people should be able to take for granted in
writers and not necessarily reflect those of the university administration.
their own homes.
Subscription rate by mail is $4 a year or $2 a semester.
Annual charity events and the Welfare DeStudent Publications, Emilia Hall 100
partment help these people to the best of
Office381•2541
theirability. However,manycomplainthat
Newsroom: 381-25S5, 381-2542
those receiving this assistance only live for
Advertising: 381-2541
handouts. Those ofus living in warm home~

THE PAN AMERICAN

To Joe-congratulations, try keeping your
sanity (this will be a major accomplishment)
and good luck.

-----------------,

FQ Q D FQR
TH Q UGH T
RAYGOMEZ
Copy Editor

can easily be lured by this idea and be
tempted to give these types of situations
personalities.
The temptation to label the inhabitants of
thesedwellingsaslazyandstupidisgreat. It
is easier to ignore someone else's plight and
concern one's selfwith one's own problems.
Sometimes one simply has to look back at
where they have come from to appreciate
what has been done.
The truth is this, charity events usually
occur around holidays such as Thanksgiving. Many volunteers work hard to raise
~nough food, clothing or money so the indivictuals receiving the aid can have the dig1ity to live like most of America for at least
me day. The problem is most charity efforts, which are very much appreciated, occur
only about once or twice a year.

For one or two ctays a year, the poorest of
the poor get to live a part of the American
dream. We 're not talking about a three-story
h~m~ or an. olyl!lpic s_ize pool. It's simple
digmty that is bemg remforced. The ability
to say,"We have enough food for the week."
The opportunity to observe a holiday like
most everyone else in the country.
Yes,itisthat timeofyearagain. It'stime
to drum up support for :hose who are less
fortunate than we are.
At this time of the yea.·, we often hear of
how some children will have to go without
toys on Christmas. We'll also hear the
st~ries of those children who will probably
go without heat or food as well. And after
the holidays are over, we will traditio;1dly
forge( the poor and remind them they had an
easiertime over the holidays than whacthey
normally have throughout the year.
There's a lot to do here in the Valley. We
don't need to ':mild another disco club or
rally behind a nationally recognized sports
team. These things would be wonderful to
boast about, but we need to re-examine our
priorities.
We've often been told to get ahead and
never look back. It's time we started looking
over our shoulder.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _"""'!""_ _ _ _ _ _--!"_ _ _ _ _

READER'S - \101cE

Abortion is
an option
To the editor
There is an issue that Pro-Life
supporters are not seeing. They
are against the killing of an unborn child and that is fine. They
are probably against the killing
of a pregnant woman, and that is
fine. However, the issue they are
missing was worsein the 1960's
before Roe vs Wade was passed.
Some people are too young to
remember and others may have
forgotten, so let me remind you.
What I am talking about were
the illegal abortions. When a
young woman got pregnant and
did not want the baby, she would
have a Black Market abortion
which sometimes maimed or
killed the mother and the child.
The illegal abortions were very
unsanitary and thousands of
young women died each year.

Those who performed the abortions did not always know what
they were doing. Some may have
done it for the money, and they
may not have considered what
would happen to the woman after the abortion.
Admit it, people will always
have sex, and they will not always practice birth control because their parents never taught
them about contraception. This
is true today and nobody has any
right to tell someone else they
can not have an abortion. I feel
that a woman should not be forced
to have a child if she does not
want it and you can not fall back
on "adoption" because adoption
agencies are neither effective or
efficient. Be realistic.
If Roe vs Wade stands, you can
have an abortion if you want to.
Nobody willforce you to have an
abortion if you do not want to. It
should be left up to the individuals conscience and morals.
However, if Roe vs Wade is

struck down, there will not be
any choice. You will be either
forcing the woman to carry an
unwanted baby or condemning
thousands of women and their
unborn children to death because
the only place to get -an abortion
would be in the back alleys.
Instead of one death, you will
have two. Be realistic. The
world around you is not perfect
and you should not impose your
morals on others. Not everyone
will act according to your morals. It is impossible to dictate
morality. Let Roe vs Wade be. I
have read it. Have you?
Name withheld by request

Sam's plan
panned

Scholarships offered
to bilingual educators

recent speech to the philosophy
club, if Dr. Freeman or anyone
else wishes to picket the administration building on behalf
of any cause, that is their
perogative.

LETICIA CAVAZOS
Editor

A new scholarship program
has been designed to offer academic aid for bilingual education majors and minors.
Dr. Debbie Garza, an education professor and director of
Title VII, says there are five different categories to qualify under for a scholarship.
The five categories are undergraduate (juniors and seniors
only), graduate, Alternative
Certification Program (ACP)
interns, ACP candidates and
teachers returning to school for
endorsement.
The scholarships will fmance
tuition and books for one academic year and are renewable.

However, for a professor to
call for any action that would
mar the graduation ceremony
of more than 800 students
whose families have sacrificed
so much for their education is
inexcusable, especially in light
of this particular "cause."
As to the president's intelligence, no doubt he himself is
questioning his sanity, not
his intelligence, for havmg
granted Dr. Freeman tenure
over Dr. Applbaum's objections.

it

Joyce Prock, Adviser
Student Publications

To the Editor:
., Regarding Sam Freeman's

The Pan American• December 6, 1989 • Page 3

A deadline has not been set for
applications because of the time
needed by students to gather the
necessary documentation needed
for submission, Garza said.
Documents needded include a
degree plan and an ACT frnancial statement packet.
The proposal for Title VII was
written by Dr. Ricardo Perez,
chairman of curriculum and instruction in the school of education. The program opened in
August and has received
$147,718 in funds for the 199091 academic year.
Applications are still available.
For more information, talk to
Gloria at 381-3415 or go by the
Education Building, Room 232.

UPB's Holiday Pool & Table Tournament

HAIRMASTERS

U.P.B. Double Elimination Pool Tournament

U.P.B. Double Elimination Table Tennis Tournament

15% Discount for PAU

Students and Faculty

December 7, 12 noon - 6 p.m.
u.c. Recreation Room

December 7, 12 noon - 6 p.m.
U.C. Recreation Room

383-9133

Rules for straight eight apply.

WALK-INS WELCOME
2002 W. University

Entry fee $2
1st Place - Trophy
2nd Place - Trophy
3rd Place - Trophy

1st Place - Trophy - $50.
2nd Place - Trophy - $25.
3rd Place ·- Trophy - $15.

Edinburg, Tx

Cut along dotted llne and present at time ot" purchase

:----------------------·
50¢ OFF! All you :

Three categories:
Novice,
Intermediate,
Advanced

.-UTPA

I
I
I
I
I
I

can eat

Family Buffet

1

• Pizza

(Reg. $3.99)

Not valld wl1h any other c..upon or apedll offer. Good only at
parlldpatlng Mr. Ga11i'a. Price ahown la per peraon. Coupon

•

may be U9ed by 1 or 2 people.

.

Offer explrM 30 days from day of receipt.
•KJda&11,1."
• Kida 5 & under

*

1
I
I
I
I
I
I

$3.49

• SpaGattl • Salad Bar
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
5 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Entry fee $5

.-'

*

*
*
*
*

*

You must have a valid picture I.D.
Entry fee Is on-refundable, unless tournament Is cancelled.
Register at recreation room booth.
Must have a minimum of 8 people to conduct tournament.
Maximum of 32 wlll be allowed to register.
Contestants will be matched In the order they register.
Money must accompany reg 1stration form.

·-------------~-~-----~
3420 N. 10th St., McAllen

The best Pizza In town. HontHJtl

•

Which college star
in this picture likes
to keep a low profile?

"'

* Entry fee Is non-refundable unless tournament Is cancelled.
* Contest Is limited to 8 per division and a maximum of 32.
*

I.D. required to enter.

* Each contestant must register themselves.
For questions call 381-2266 or 381-2260 or come by U.C. 205

1

R E S E RV E O F F I C E R S' T R A I N I N G

COR P S

Resurne o1

········-····-··--

· ·-~=-······--·---~-

~:: :~::=======:==:-·
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STUT AN IMPRESSIVE RESUME
WITB ACOLLEGE ELECTIVE.
MS 1203, 1204, & 1207 ROTC BASIC COURSES
2 Credits, satisfies UT-PA P.E. Requirements

T

W;'.llSAS J;)tndwo;::> fl?UOSJ;)d d'l 98Z ,SW;)lSAS l?ll?G lfl!Ugz
he Zenith 286 LP personal computer system.

With its Low Profile cabinet, you save valuable desk space.
But don't be fooled by its small size. Because power is its
middle name.
The compact 286 LP can tackle your workload like a star
performer. Desktop publishing, games, large spreadsheets,
data bases, graphics... you name it! And with all the speed of
a 286, zero wait state system.

~

I

:.1aMSUV

I

IO

For more infonnation on Zenith's full line of
computers, from laptops to desktops contact:

Take an Introductory course from Army ROTC
with no obllgatlon. You'll begin to acquire the
confidence, self-dlsclpllne, decisiveness, and
leadership skill• sought by employers of
college
graduates. And you'll learn how you can place
"Army Officers" on your resume when you
graduate.

Q

-t

Set a course for success this Spring. Register
for an Army ROTC elective.

Technology Resources
Clifford Moon
381-3300

Several 286 LP models are available ranging in speed, hard
drive capacity and price. Students, Faculty and Staff receive
large discounts. Students, ask about our new loan program!

ARMYROTC
THE SMARRST COWGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

~-'21•1"'

r:ttems

The world's #1 selling PC compatibles.
Get the best for less.
~ . . , n u l a - Mocroeo"' ......... p,oduciofMoc,oeoN C.0,p()l'llt,on MIClo!IOftf ~ llll"ICludld .-ilh aN Mid dltk ll'W:)(Mtl ot Zel\lltl O.ta Svstem•· ado4nced desktop

~:_~.,:W~
~=-in~.: ::'~~.:',.c":::;:.~~""'1 _, "°"kit in.,, own"'.. No oth..-l;hKounl• •PP'Y
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c

1989, Zenith Data Systems

Contact the Mllltary Science Department
2nd floor, Southwick Hall Ph. 381-3600
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Event calendar available
Calenders on events such as music, theater, sports, workshops
and other events are being given away at the Office of Public
Information, Administration Building, Room 129.
The calender includes events of public interest for December
through April.
For more information, call Public Information at 381-2741.

F. A. office seeks volunteers
The Financial Aid office is seeking volunteers who can spend
three or more hours per week helping fellow students and parents
between Jan. 29 and March 29 meet the April 16 application dealine
for financial assistance for the 90-91 school year.
The Financial Aid office is working with the national Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) VITA program that recruits and trains
citizens willing to help others prepare tax returns.
To quailify, one must be willing to learn about preparing income
tax return forms and take the offered courses prescribed by the IRS.
Experience is not neccessary and a degree is not required.
For more information, orto volunteer, contact VITA Coordinator
Pat Nettles at 381-3654.

I

SGA makes carpooling easy
Students interested in taking advantage of the carpooling service
initiated by the Student Government Association (SGA), should be
informed that a booth will be set up in the Fieldhouse during spring
registration to sign up for the service.
There will be no charge to sign up.
For more information, call SGA at 381-2517.

BESO meets next Thursday
An organizational meeting for the Bilingual Education StudeQt
Organization (BESO) will be held Dec. 14.
The meeting will take place at the Education Building, Room
116. All undergraduate education majors are invited to attend.
A formal agenda has not been formed.
For more information, contact Dr. Debbie Garza at 381-3415.

USDA Hispanic employee
recruitment is today

ICRIME RE: O

The conference is pan of the USDA's Hispanic Employment
Program to increase the percentage of Hispanic employees at the
agency.
"They've got opportunities for all majors, from science to liberal
arts," Derly Guajardo, director of placement, said. ''They 're targeting this area because for a long time this area's citizen's have been
underrepresented in the federal workforce, especially in the USDA."
This symposium is the third in a series of six conferences planned
for regions w:.th high Hispanic populations.

Rrl-

1

Flasher exposes
self to female

Folkloric Co. dances for X-mas
The UT-PA Folkloric Dance Co., which features student performers from across the Valley, will hold two Christmas concerts on Dec.
16 at 8 p.m. and Dec. 17 at 2 p.m.
Highlights of the concen will include "FiestaNonei'ia," "Danzas
Aztecas" and "Danza del Venado" (Deer Dance).
Mariachi Universitario from Monterrey, Mexico, will provide
traditional music.
The Folkloric Dance Co. is directed by Raul Galvan, assisted by
Minerva Villescas and Elizabeth Hinojosa. The founder/director of
the group is Dr. Amilda Thomas, UT-PA professor emeritus.
For more information, call the department of Health and Kinesiology at 381-3501.

Health presentation scheduled
The University of Texas Health Science Center at the Houston
School of Nursing is sponsoring a presentation titled "Rural Health
and Border Health Issues" Tuesday from 1 :30-2:30 p.m. at the University Theater.
. Dr.Jo Eleanor Elliott, RN, AM, F AAN and fonner director of the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Division of Nursing, will be the guest speaker.
For more information, call the Nursing Department at 381-3491.

Correction
In last week's issue of The Pan American, a story titled "Salary
cut alarms union" stated that Miguel Nev~z, UT-PA president,
had denied that the UT System Board of Regents was trying to cut
the salaries of faculty. The sentence should have read that
Nevarez denied the board was trying to cut entry level staff
salaries.
The Pan American regrets any inconveniences this error may
hav~ caused.

AAt:TOlllOlT?

The U.S. Department of Agriculture will hold a Regional Hispanic Employment Conference to recruit potential employees in the
Ballroom today and tomorrow.
From 3 to 5 p.m. today, USDA representatives will interview
candidates and distribute information on federal employment.
Tomorrow morning, presentations will focus on interviewing
techniques and tips on filling out application forms.
A roundtable discussion titled "How We Can Make Affirmative
Employment Work" will begin at 2:45 p.m. Panelists include the
superintendents from the Edinburg and McAllen school districts,
director of the University Outreach Center in McAllen and a pastor
from a Roma church.
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Nov. 19-A male subject was reported for indecent exposure
because he unzipped his pants and exposed himse~f to a female
subject in front of the Education Complex at approxlffiately p.m.
The flasher was described as being 5' 1O" and of slender built. He
was wearing a white T-shirt , jeans and white tennis shoes. An
investigation to identify the subject is presently in progress.
Nov. 15-A student posting posters on campus with profane language was arrested. The posters had not been approved by the
University Center.
Nov. 15-A male subject damaged 11 cue stick tips at the recreation room at the UC. He was referred to the dean of students.
Nov. 19-An unknown subject stole $164 dollars from a wallet
at the H&PE II B uilding. An investigation is in progress.
Nov. 21-A malesubjecttookanotherstudent's book in the LA
Building, Room 317. The book W/lS recovered, but identification
of the subject is still pending.
Nov. 22-An unknown subject broke a small side rear window.
Damages are estimated at $200.
Nov. 25-A male subject who was upset because of a parking
citation took off and ran a stop sign. The officer stopped him and
issued him two more citations for running the stop sign and for not
having proof of insurance. The parking citation was paid, however,
the other two were referred to the Justice of the Peace.
Nov. 27-A personal computer and monitor were stolen from
the School of Business, Room 212D. The computer and monitor
belong to the Alpha Kappa Psi business fraternity and are worth
$1,300.
Nov. 27-An unknown subject broke a window on the 3rd floor
of the women's dormitory. Damages are estimated at $200.
Nov. 27-An unknown subject stole a backpack containing
books. The incident occurred at the men's locker room at the H&PE
II Building. The books were valued at approximately $185.
Nov. 27-Four hubcaps were removed from a vehicle in Lot F
by an unknown subject. Losses were valued at $115.
Nov. 29-A 1987 Chevrolet Silverado Auto Pick-Up Truck
worth approximately $10,000 was stolen from Lot F by an unknown
subject.
Nov. 29-An unknown subject stole a purse that was left on a
table by the Business Administration Building. Losses were $99.50
in cash and $20 in checks.
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Seafood

Restaurant

Daily Noon Buffet
All You Can Eat

$4.95

Fried Shrimp, Fried Fish, Broiled Fish, Vegetables, Salad Bar

Mild, medium, hot- or~
of the above. Pace, Picante Sauce
is made with fresh vegetables and
spices by folks in San Antonio who
know what picante sauce should
taste Jike So if it's a question of great
. know the answer. Pt"ck up
taste' vou
J
the ong
· inal PICK UP THE PACE..

·

t25c9-------~
25c
I
I
I

I
I
I

on any size of Pace®Picante Sauce. '
TO THE GROCER: You are authorized to act as our agent in redeeming this coupon. Pace Foods, Inc., will reimburse you for the retail value of this coupon plus
8~. for handling, provided you and the customer ~aye complied with_t\ie terms of
1h1s offer. Invoices showmg your P.Urchase of suff1aent stock of spcoficd prod·
uct to.cover all coupons presentea for red~ption m1:1st be shown upon request.
We will not honor redempuon through ou1S1de a~~ brok~ etc., ex~t
where specifically authorized by Pace Foods, Inc. Void ti prohibited, taxed or
restricted. Customer must pay anY. required sales tax. Good only where
this coupon is distributed. Cash value V20t. Redem_ption 0(1 other
than product specified constitutes fraud. Mail to Pace Foods, Inc.,
P.O. Box 84J5, Costa Mesa, California 92628. Limit one coupon
per ;,,.,n purchased.
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$6•95

Happy Hour Special 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Oysters On The Half Shell
Buy One Dozen, Get One Dozen FREE
Cuarteto Alegerla
ThurSday & Saturday Nights

I MANUFS,\CTUIRER'S,COOPON
E I OFFER
2 EXPIRES
5c
l2/31/'Xl I

---------------------© 1989 Pace Foods, Inc.

TEXAS T-BONE 16 OZ.
BAKED POTATO, SALAD BAR & BREAD

Mariachis Friday Nights 9 :00

------------,
I
I
I

COUPON

I

SHRIMP COCKTAIL
BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE
WITH THIS COUPON

L

----------

I

.J

Free Delivery

.99 ¢
Margaritas

MON.· THURS. 11 A.M. - 2:30 P.M. & 5 P.M. -10 P.M.
FRI. & SAT. 11 A .M. TO 2:30 P.M. & 5 P.M. - MIDNIGHT
SI I .. ,.
1012 S. CLOSNER
383-9262

..
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Stack-a-Student-Six Pre-med students had to tori:n a hu~an
pyramid while a seventh member went ~round .putting shaving
Qfeam o ttl_e tops of their heads and putting their shoes on.
(Ptioto by David Gb1:zalez)

1

Get a grip-Studerrt Government Association members participate in
one of the many Bronc-O-Lympic events. Seven contestants had to stand
inside a hoola hoop for one minute without letting any part of their feet
stick out.
(Photo by Emma Pagan)
Upward Bound- First place.

Pre-med- Third place

Phi Sigma Kappa- Second place.

CPA exam review deadline
scheduled for Dec. 15
one partial scholarship will be
held from those attending the
mini-preview.
For more information, contact
Dr. WigDeMovilleat381-3354.
The practice and theory courses
will be held in 20 sessions on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 7
to 10 p.m. beginning Feb. 13.
The course will cover all topics
on the tbeorj examination and
80 percent of the topics on the
practice examination. The remainder ofthe topics on the practice examination is covered in a
new course on federal income
taxation.
Federal income taxation will
be reviewed on three Saturdays
beginning Feb. 24 from 8:30 a.m.
to 3:30p.m.

The business · law review
A review for the C~rtified
Public Accountants' (CPA) .course, to be held in eight sesexam, which will be given the sions, begins Feb. 14 from 6:30
first week in May, will begin on to 10 p.m. Th~ six-session auditing review course will begin Feb.
Feb 13.
21.
Individual::: ·Nhoregister before
Tuition for the courses is: PracDec. 15 will reu~ive a lOpercent
discount on net ~uition for the tice and Theory, $450; Federal
review sessions. These who reg- Income Taxation, $180; Business
ister between Dec. 15 and Feb. 7 Law, $250; and Auditing, $210.
Individuals taking all four
will receive a 5 percent discount
courses
will receive a 10 percent
on net tuition.
multiple course discount. Those
A $50 refundable deposit se- enrolled for any three courses
cures the "early bird" discount. will receive a five percent disThe four courses will be taught count.
A mini-preview for the courses
by a full-color video tape and
provide review for all sections of will be held Wednesday, Feb. 7
the CPA exam. All classes will from 6 to 7 p.m. Earlier minimeet at the School of Busbess previews may be arranged by
calling 391-3354. A drawing for
Administration. Room 213.

Student and Faculty

''Flea Market Dance'' earns honors

Christmas Art Show & Sale
December 3rd through 15th, 1989
Get that unique gift herel Featuring
works by new artists In all media.
Sponsored by University Art League )
Hours: Sun. 12 to 7 Mon. - Thur. 9 to 5
Flf. 9 to 1
Closed Saturday

Also open Tues.

ct Wed. nights, 6 to 10

..................................

has now gained a wide acceptance.

Edinburg Cards & Comics

TESTING CENTER

~~
'$)8\~

1604 ED CAREY DR., SUITE 2
HARLINGEN, TX 78550

1178 S. 13th Ave. Edinburg

383-0915

* Buy, sell, trade baseball, football cards

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING
ABORTION INFORMATION
POST ABORTION COUNSELING
ADOPTION REFERRALS SERVICE

FOR INFORMATION CALL
423-4355

24 HOUR HOT LINE CALL
1-800-622-7388

'•
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and comic books.
,
~
r>* Have both old & new cards & comics. @te,~
~li
*
d&
.
.
cl)~
Philip Fields
i@
Also carry car
comics
J c.,M 11.JL .J
'I r1. 1 Ul .I 111.u,
~ .-:J ••
Including back boards, covers,..oo>,:e.s.,;".,. ...... ,..... .
Field earned a B.F.A. from
posters & t-shirts. 101
~
Syracuse University, where he
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Sat Dec. 16 (10 a.m •• 6 p.m.)
Reglster for free drawing

T
f 14
7
ue • r · p.m. • p.m.
Sat 10 am s pm

10-S0o/.dlscounts

sun.1p:m::4p:m:

Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna,
Austria.
Field has had one-man shows
of his work in New York City,
Corpus Christi, Nagoya, Japan
and Tokyo. His works have been
seen in over 30 regional, national, and international exhibitions, and has received awards
and recognition on all these lev:..

els.

NOW OPEN

~~~R~~x~~y

i

feet, is one of a series of Valley
genre and myth paintings which
Field has been working on for the
past several years. Arod~o painting by Field also received special
recongnition last month at the
Tip of Texas Exhibition sponsored by the First State Bank of
McAllen. Field'ssubjectmatter,
at first considered disturbing and
controversial to some viewers,

Philip Sidney Field, associate
professor of art, was recently
awarded Best of Show in the Art
Faculty Art show in the McAllen
International Museum for his
"F1eaMarket Dance." The award
was made by juror Dr. Robert L.
Cardinale, president of the San
Antonio Art Institute.
Th~s large oil painting, approxunately seven feet by eight

CAS Gallery, University of Texas Pan American

(

Zzzz-lt's Nap Time!- While his mother is working, Sean Ryan finds the perfect place to
sleep - under the T-shirt rack at the South Texas Bookstore.
(Photo by Joe Zambrano)

was awarded a scholarship to
study at the prestigious Yale
University Norfolk School of
Art summer program. After
completing a M.F.A. in painting
at the Rhode Island School of
Design, he was chosen for the
coveted Fulbright Grantm
· Pam·tingfo~hisfigurativework. He
spent e next two years at the

Field will exhibit his latest
work next month at the Robinson Galleries in Houston, a recently completed ink and watercolor drawing inscroll (3 1/l feet
by 25 feet) from a work that
combines the ancient with the
modern through the use of a fine
traditional rice paper and innovative drawing techniques.
Field is currently working
towards a one man show scheduled for 1990 at Robinson Galle,ri~1
.., ._.

'f/11/fAN'S
•
FLOWER SHOP ~
116 N.12th Street~
<E..

,.,,.o,counho.,..,

·

383 0871

•
Edinburg
~'. .~
WE DELIVER
We accept all
no-""'-

maJorcrectlt
l!:;;;;;:;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;·==c-a_,d_•·=;.;;1

...------------------------------------------------.... -__________
••♦♦•♦♦•••••••••••••••••••••••••••·

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____.

Sonia's

\iVe are paytng top $$$$$

Beauty Boutique

Students H/C $4.00 • Reg. $8.00
Perms $17.00 & Lip
Open Mon • Sat

8:~;~~;

p.m.

PROFESSIONAL •
SALON
PRODUCTS

380-2239

1603 W. University, Suite F, Edinburg

.

+8-l.

Sincerely Yours
1619 South Clo•ner
Edinburg

381-5661
Hallmark Cards
Russel Stover Candles
Bridal Reglstry
Gift Items

Allen Floral

by Betty Inc.

1320 N. Closner
(N. Hwy 281)

to
Texas Boak & Supply

Edinburg

383-6822

383-8611

Visa • MC • Amex
FTD Teleflora AFS

ALMA'S

His -n- Hers
Styling Salon
422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg

383-9035
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Christmas schedule

Cagers get short break

ladJ Bronc llmketbaD 5bc:edule
19"·'1G
Ft.Hood (exhibition)
St.Mary's University

Nov.21
Nov.28
Dec.1-2
Dial Soap Classic
Dec.5
Southwest Texas State University
Dec.9
Southwestern University
Dec.18
Southwest Texas State University
Dec.20
Texas A&M University
Jan.4
Southeastern Louisianna University
Jan.8
Nicholls State University
Jan.IO
Mcneese State University
Jan.13
Colorado State Univ.
Jan.18
Louisianna Tech($)
Jan.20
Arkansas State($)
Jan.25
Southwestern Louisianna($)
Jan.27
New Orleans($)
U of Missouri-Kamas City
Jan.30
Feb.1
LamarUniversity($)
Feb.3
Nicholls State University
Feb.5
Texas Southern Univeristy
Feb.8
Louisianna Tech($)
Feb.10
Arkansas State($)
Feb.15
Southwestern Louisianna($)
Feb.17
New Orleans($)
Feb.22
Lamar University($)
Feb.24
University of Texas at San Antonio
Feb.26
Mcneese State University
Feb.28
University of Texas at San Antonio
Mar.8-9-lOAmerican South Tournament
Bold print depicts home games
($) represents conference games

ROB NEAGLE
Sports Writer

Lawrence, Kansas

Although the UT-PA campus
will be closed during the Christmas holidays, both Bronc basketball teams continue to play a
grueling non-conference schedule.
The men, fresh off an upset
victory over Texas A&M at the
Jowers Jamboree in San Marcos,
have only one home game the
entire month of December. On
Saturday 16, the Broncs face

San Marcos, Texas
College Station, Texas
Hammond,La
Thibodeaux.La
Lake Charlesl,.a
FL Collins, Colo
Ruston, Louisianna
Jonesboro, Ark.

After the New Year's, the Southwest Texas State, the team
Broncs have a3-game home stand they beat last weekend to capture
playingTexasWesleyan(Jan. 3), the championship at the JamboUT-Arlington (Jan. 6) and Gram- ree. The Bobcats will come to
bling State (Jan. 8). Another town hungry for revenge.
road trip before classes begin in
Other than that, the Broncs face
the spring semester sees them four teams on the road. Sarurtravelling to Missouri-Kansas day, UT-PA travels to UT-ArCity and Nicholls State in Thi- lington. Next Friday, the Broncs
bodeux, La. on Jan. IO and 13 face Tulane in New Orleans
respectively.
~fore trave~g to a tournament
The American South Confer- m Kansas City where their first
ence play begins onJan.18 with round opponent is 4th ranked
a game at Louisiana Tech.
Kan~as.

Track breaks records
Houston Texas

ing, it was dark outside, and they

David Garciaplaced second, third
~ouldn 't see the high jump pit." and fourth respectively.
Lafayette, La.
In the sprinting events, the highThe first official track meet of
In the men's triple jump Hunter
New Orleans
the year for the running Broncs lights of the evening were placed second.
Beaumont, Texas
Esquell's win of the women's
was filled with success.
The women's 3200m relay of
San Antonio
Last week at The University of hundred meter dash, LeShaune Thelma Morales, Sylvia RoTexas at San Antonio, the Broncs Cortez winning the women's driguez, Vanessa Moreno and
took to the track and all the re- 200m dash and Anthony Shelby Shanna Hale took second with a
sults
were positive according to taldng first place in the men's timeofof9:45. Themen's3200m
Ruston, Louisianna
. Head Coach Reid Harter
100m dash. Derek Sanders fin- of Carey Grant, Eddie Calderon,
"I was really pleased with the ished fourth.
Sean Jackson and Felix Zavala
meet," Harter said. "We have a
"Anthony Shelby provided the took second place with a time of
lot of potential."
first men's collegiate first place 7:57.
"Last year we didn't even get
The women's 400m relay of finish since as far back as 1973,"
Tanya Bailey, LeShaune Cortez, Erickson said. "In the women's under 8 minutes," Sean Jackson
Monica Wesley and Luwanna division, the two women's first said.
The men's 400m relay took
Esquell took first place and shat- places in the 1OOm and the 200m
third with a time of 42.7.
tered the standing school record is probably a first."
In the women's 3000m, Laura
of50.8 by almost two seconds to
Last years national qualifier,
Arteaga
and Sonia Rodriguez
·'They played hard, but they re- th
d half b 36 18 Th run in a time of 48.5.
Monica Wesley, was in top form
e secon
y - ·
e
Delilah Johnson broke three winning both the long and triple tookfourthandsixthrespectively.
ally didn't shoot the ball well. rebound
percentages were against
In the men's 3000m Robert
Defensively we were doing a the Lady Broncs, and Coach records in the shot put, 40'11"; jumps easily.
Barron
took first place with a
good job, but we weren't re- Hicks felt that that needed to be
11
Om
hurdles
In
the
women's
1,_134' 2" and the javetiem
of
8:23.
bounding well."
the top PAU runner was Cindy
worked on.
Both the women's and the
Cantu
·
"Radford
is
a
good
team,"
Records
were
also
set
by
David
who came in fourth.
In the team's first game against
men's
1600m relays took third.
the University of Missouri, the Hickssaid. "Lastyeartheywere Hunter, who broke the outdoor Michelle Carter and Chery1 The men
placed with a time of
winner
in
the
NIT.
long
jump
record
and
took
first
Adams
rounded
out
the
places
consolation
team played well for the first half
3:20 and the women with a time
with
fifth
and
sixth
place
respecWe
had
honendous
shoting
place
with
a
leap
of
23'
2",
and
endingout withonlyafourpoint
of 4:08.
Pedro Suarez, who tied the out- tively.
deficit. Neverthelss,cominginto again. "
"The results of this early meet,
In
the
women's
400m
dash,
to
concentrate
ofdoor
high
jump
record
and
took
"We
need
the second half Missouri ran up
I
believe
shows the younger atht
Leshaunne Cortez took third, and
the points outscoring the Lady fensivelly to get better shots," firS with a pop of 6'4".
letes
that
all the hard work they
"lthinkthehighjumperswould in the men's, 400m Brad MerriBroncs 14-24. The team was Hicks added. "We are going to
have done for the past three
man
took
fourth.
have
jumped
higher,"
said
assisuse
a
different
game
plan
against
lead by Rhonda Carrington with
Inthemen'sllOmhighhurdles, months is right on the matk,"
15 points and Kelli Crouch with Southwest Tex3;S. 'j/e are going . tant coach Doug Erickson, "but
'
Melvin
Brooks, bee Valdez and Erickson saistsomethiru
liifferent
def
enbfitht
~<thot1t&y.,~re
jumpto
8 points. ·
. - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - sively against them."
In the second game against
The Lady Broncs went up
TM
Radford, Pan Am was nowhere
to be seen. In the first half, they ;:s~s~e~:;eaiia61:x;i,r~~!
were outscored by 35-22 and in time.
DAVID HUNTER
Sports Editor

Lady Broncs lose
DAVID HUNTER

Spons Editor
Over the weekend, the women's
basketball team travelled to
Lawrence, Kansas to take part in
the Dial Soap Classic. The team
lost both to the University of
Missouri at Kansas City, who
losttotheJayHawksinthechampionship game by two points, in
a score of 43-41 and to Radford
University 71-40.
Next, the team will have a
chance to get a win against Southwestern Universit here on•Dec.

Head Coach Tim Hicks had
good and bad feelings about the
games.
"I thought the team really
competed well," Hicks said.
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How to change the tune of the holiday blues:
• Set realistic expectations for the holidays , don't set
yourself up for disappointment.
• If money is a problem, try giving gifts of time or yourself.
• Take time to renew your spiritual values.
'

For more "Helpful Holiday Hints" call for our free brochure.

CHARTER
PALMS HOSPITAL
1421 E. Jackson • McAllen, Texas 78501 • (512) 631-5421

$10,80QUSTT&L

Financing Available
• First Time Buyers Program
• College Graduate Program
• Preferred Customer Program
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It's a first

Cagers win road tourney
ROB NEAGLE
Sports Writer

The Bronc cagers set history
this weekend as they captured
the Coca-Cola Jowers Jamboree
title in San Marcos.
UT-PA shocked Southwest
Conference memberTexasA&M
97-79 in the opener, then upset
host Southwest Texas State in
overtime, 91-86.
The win wasthefirstevertournament title the Broncs have
captured on the road. Their victory at home in a 1985-86 tournament was their only other victory
in tournament play since becoming an NCAA Division I school.
It also marked the first time in
three tries that the Broncs have
beaten the Aggies.
Senior forward Melvin Thomas was named the tourney's
Most Valuable Player. Gabriel
Valdez was also an all-tournament pick.
Thomas was the key to the
Broncs' success, pouring in 24
points against A&M, then totalling 25 more against SWT. He
also nabbed a total of28 rebounds
in the two games. Also important, Thomas hit 11-12 from the
free throw line.
Valdez also played a crucial
role in the Bronc victories, scoring 11 points against the Aggies,
while contributing nine assists.

He added ten points againstSWT,
all off the bench.
In the opening game against
Texas A&M, the Broncs came
out with all guns blaring, taking
advantage of a 26-9 run to grab a
36-19 lead with 7:25 left in the
first half. A&M tried to recover,
but when Chris Young slam
dunked off a Valdez alley-oop
with just 2: 15 left in the half, the
Broncs had grabbed a 47-29 lead.
UT-PA led 49-33 at the half.

The Aggies fought back in the
second half, chipping away at
the Bronc lead. Then, when Tony
Milton drove up the lane and
scored with just 9:25 left in the
game, A&M had pulled to within
four, 72-68. The Broncs refused
to buckle under the pressure and
the swarming Aggie defense, and
rebuilt their lead. When Chris
Jones slam dunked with just :'27
left in the game, it sealed a 97.:,•9
upset victory for the Broncs.
Milton led the Aggies with 25
points. Brooks Thompson came
off the bench and added 16 for

t'/ \ \
✓-...
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OH NO \.<J£ ONL'I'
HM MltJUTES

the Aggies, who beat Idaho State
in the consolation game, 84-69.
Six Bronc players scored in
double figures. Besides Thomas
(24) and Valdez (11 ), Fred Young
added 17, Steve Rochelle had 13,
Jones had 11, and Keith Campbell
had 10.
Against SWT, the game was
nip and tuck throughout, with the 1
Broncs holding a42-38 halftime
lead. The Bobcats came alive in
the second half, grabbing a 7975 lead with just 1:47 left in the
game. Clyde Davis hit both ends
ofaone-and-one at the 1:37 mark
to cut the margin to 79-77. Keith ·
Campbell then tied the game with
a pair of charity shots with just
:54 remaining. UT-PA dominated the overtime, capping off
the victory with another Chris
Jones slam dunk for a 91-86
victory.
Five Broncs scored in double
figures, led by Thomas' 25. Jones
added 12, Campbell had 11, while
Davis and Valdez both had 10.
UT-PA improves their'record
to 3-1 on the season, while SWT
drops to 1-2.
Tne game against SWT will be
shown tape delayed on Home
Sports Entertainment (HSE),
cable channel 28 on Wednesday
night, 10 p.m.

WELL AT LEAST Wf - FOUND A fAAKING
SPACE.

3

TO GET TO QASS.

Can't get this one-Bronc player #14, Bret Andries, plays keeps from trinity basketball
player. The Broncs beat trinity 86-48.
(Photo by Delcia Lopez)

ver

500 in Prizes *

will be given away Dec. 7 - 14

REMEMBER
THE BEST TIME TO SELL YOUR BOOKS IS
FINAL EXAM WEEK DEC. 7 - 15 AT THE
UT-PA UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

HOURS
8 Days: Thur. - Sat. & Mon. - Fri,
. Mon. - Thur. (7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.)
Fri. (7:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.)
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Intramurals ends semester

'Quest' team takes 2nd
Five marketing students won
second place in the 1989 Advanced Academic Marketing
Program (AAMP) competition
at Infomart in Dallas Friday,
missing the $30,000 grand prize
by one-half point but impressing
Apple Marketing executives.
Although the team did not win,
a vice president of Apple Computer Inc. took Pan Am's programdirectly to Apple headquarters in Cupenino, Calif., marketing professor Dr. Bill Thompson
said. Thompson taught the classes
that developed the program.
"Pan Am's program was the
favorite of the sponsor, if not the
judges," Thompson said. "No
other school's entry received
this acclamation."
Spontaneous applause and
laughter from the other competitors indicated Pan Am's Power
Team, as they called themselves,
also was a crowd pleaser.
Texas Tech won a Macintosh
multi-media lab.Other competitors were UT-Austin, UT-Arlington, the UniversityofOklahomi-,
ar.d Southwest Texas State University.
The five member team,
Xavier Romero, Lena AdamsWinkel, Felipe Cavazos, Ruth
Blengio, and Becky Luna, presented the UT-PA entry which
was a culmination of a semester's work in a mark~tins, class

taught by Dr. Bill Thompson, a
marketing professor.
Romero produced the video
and Cavazos developed the lconoGraphy© computer game for
the promotion. In November, 33
four-member teams competed in
a campus-wide scavenger hunt
to win a chance in a drawing for
a Macintosh© SE-20. Competitors had to use Macintosh equipment in the game which also
familiarized them with various
software.
Each school received a cash
grant of $2,000, two Macintosh
SE-20 coml)uters, and the use of
a LaserWnter II-NT© with a
challenge of developing a promotional campaign specifically
foritsuniversity. Alladvenising
material had to be executed on
the Macintosh equipment.
A panel of five judgescomposed of representatives
from the media, advertising agencies and major corporationsevaluated a comprehensive plan
book by a list of eight weighted
criteria. The pomt spread b~tween the six schools was onl.;
lOpcints.
.
This was Pan Am's first intercollegiate competition ofthis type
and our students were at a disadvantage in not knowing what
would be expected from them
when they actually got to Dallas,
Tho~pson. All other schools

ROB NEAGLE

had competed previously, ar11.1
some of the _competing students
had also competed
"I couldn't believe how great
they were," Thompson said. "We
hadn't performed that well any
of our practices. ·
"This proves that UT-Pan Am
students can compete at any level.
We literally knocked their socks.
off and they '11 know who we are
next year!"
The Texas Tech team consisted of ad,·anced students who
were personally selected by the
dean of the School of Mass
Communications, based upon a
resume and interview. None of
the Pan Am students had previouslytaken an advenising course.
"Our team consisted of draftees," Thompson said, since their
participation in the even was
mandatory. "Their alternative
was to drop the course and wait
until next semester.
In its presentatio:i the Tech
team touted the fact that more
than 70 percent of Tech 's 24,500
students use Macintosh computers. Only32MacintoshcQmputers are available for student use
at Pan Am, Thompson said, and
only one student, Felipe Cavazos,
had previous experience on aMac
at the beginning ofthis semester.
In total 22 from Thompson's
Marketing research and promotion management classes worked
on the oromotion.

Spans Writer

UT-PA's intramural football

champion Mustangs pummelled TSTI54-6 in the annual
Turkey Bowl, which is their
final tuneup before the national
championship tournament next
month in New Orleans.
Champions were crowned in
raquetball and both men's and
women's three-on-three basketball.
"I thought the Turkey Bowl
was great," Santiago Villanueva, director of housing and
recreation. "The Mustangs beat
TSTI two years in a row."
Table tennis, softball and volleyball tournaments are mprogress right now. They are the

a refuge legal and
social services agency, desperately needs volunteers to interview Central American youths at
a local shelter. Also needed are
volunteers to translate asylum
forms from Spanish to English.
Hours can be worked out to meet
your schedules. For information, please call 631-7447 or visit
ourofficeat 1701 North8th,#B28, McAllen.
BARCA,

ACT IN TV COMMERCIALS
HIGHPAY. Noexperience..... all

WIIATABEARG-R-R-R,.
With purchase of a Kids Meal!

WHATABURGER®

SEIZED VEHICLES from $100.
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys. Surplus Buyer's Guide.
1-602-838-8885 Ext. A 4490.

•

IS YOUR FRATERNITY, SORORITY OR CLUB INTERESTED
IN EARNING $1,000 + for a one

-··

'

.

.

McAllen

I· 682-1355

---------------------

Mon - Fri
10:30 a.m.• 8 Pm
· •
Sat 11 a.m. • 8 p.m.

381 • 5921

1410 W. University
Edinburg

{NHt to Hol/dom•J

I
II

income potential. Details. (1)
602-8383-8885 Ext. BK 4490.
ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT
HOMES from $1 (U-repair).

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
YALLIT•WIDI

General Dentists:
Robert S. Kent, D.D.S.
Phillip E. Chafin, O.O.S.
Willlam B. Milligan, D.D.S.

00-A W. Expressway 83

1

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
READING BOOKS! $32,000/year

Et PATO

•

Decemb_e r Special

• Serving your families dental needs for 10 years.
• Dental insurance accepted.
• Open Monday. Friday 8. 5, Saturday 8 • 1.
• Convenient payment plan • 90 days, same as cash.

Dine in * Carry out * Good Food

Super meal within walking distance.....

over call Nancy in Donna 4642147. Independent Mary Kay
beauty consultant.

TYPING/LANGUAGE HELP:
Delinquent tax propeny. ReposRetired English teacher. Near sessions. Call 1-602-838-8885
campus. Glenn 383-2066.
Ext. GH 4490.

Now everyone can afford to have Whiter & Brighter teeth.
can our office for details on this new
revolutionary dental procedure.

[

FOR A "COMPLIMENTARY''
FACIAL and Fall glamour make-

week, on-campus marketing
project? You must be well-organized and hard working. Call
Ken or Myra at (800) 592-2121.
TYPING SERVICE: Research
papers, reports, etc. Proofreading & Editing. ..English & Spanish. Call 585-2838.

Brighter Smile

(excluding tax)

social life, or have recently lost
your job due to alcohol and/or
drugs, WE CAN HELP. Call
Johnny, at 1-800-621-8580 or 1817-445-HELP.

.ARMY. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
. .

i

Turkey breast sandwich, cup of soup,
crackers and a medium Iced tea

IF YOU ARE HAVING PROBLEMS WITH YOUR GRADES,

McAI len
( 512) 682-6141

.

$2.99 Special

band with the plan.
383-9853.

Paying back your college loan
can be a long, uphill battle, But the
Army's Loan Repayment Program
makes it easy.
Each year you serve as a soldier,
the Army will reduce your college
debt by 1/J or $1,500, whichever
amount is greater. So after serving just
3 years, your college loan will be completely paid off.
You're eligible for this program
with a National Direct Student Loan
or a Guaranteed Student Loan or a
Federally Insured Student Loan made
after October 1, 1975. And the loan
can't be in default.
And just because you've left college, don't think you'll stop learning
in the Army. Our skill training offers
a wealth of valuable high-tech, career•
oriented skills. Call your local Army
Recruiter to find out more,

Offer p>d while supplies wt at panlclpadna Whataburscr• Restaurants. C1919 Whataburge,., Inc.

Student & Faculty -

ROCK-BLUES-COUNTRY: The
TEXAS TEA.

ATTENTION•GOVERNMENT

Get wrapped up In the hotlday spirit!

I

at home. English and Spanish.
Proofreading and editing. Call
Nancy 631-0890 after 5 p.m.

products at home. Details. (1)
602-838-8885 Ext. W4490.

With purchase of each 15 book of
Whataburger• Gift Certificates_
Each calendar has coupons worth over 120!

-------------....--------

I TYPE RESUMES, RESEARCH
PAPERS, BOOK REPORTS, etc.,

ATTENTION: EASY WORK
EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble

FREE CALENDAR

*

notarized. Call 686-2999.

SOMETIMES IT TAKES
AN ARMY TO PAY BACK YOUR
COLLECiE LOAN.

With purchase of a Whatameal ,. !
( A Whataburger41 or any entree, regular fries, large drink)

Burgers
Beer
Sandwiches

REPORTS, TERM PAPER &
RESUMES TYPED. Documents

income potential. Details. (1)
602-8383-8885 Ext. T4490.

ONLY! Utilities paid. Four
blocks from UT-PA 321 W. Peter;, 381-6429.
GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehicles from $100. Corvettes,
Chevys, Porsches and other
confiscated properties. For buyers guide. 1-800-448-2562 Ext.
5126. Also open evenings &
weekends.

FREE WRAPPING PAPER

ATTENTION-HIRING! Govemmentjobs-yourarea. $17,840$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885.
Ext. R4490.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
TYPINGATHOME! $32,000/year

TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT: For college girls

WRAPPED
UP
IN THE HOLIDAY SPIRIT!

"Both the men's and
women's champions from

CLAS SJFI ED

ages, kids, teens, young ~dults,
families mature people, ammals,
etc. CALL NOW! Charm Studios 1-800-837-l?OOExt. 8186.

GET

three-on-three basketball will
go to San Antonio and play
during halftime of a Spurs
game," said Villanueva "The
table tennis champions have
been invited down to Monterrey Tech, and the volleyball
champions may go to Mississippiifwe have enough money
and participation."
Joey Zamora captured the
Class A division of raquetball.
Rohen Ramos was the Class B
champion.
The EBOB's captured the
women's three-on-three basketball title, while the Has
Beens were the victors on the
men's side.

final events of the fall schedule.
"lntramurals were good this
fall,"said Villanueva "Unfortunately, they should have been
great. Wealreadyhaveaspring
schedule set up, which will be
like most other spring semesters."
Champions of intramural
sports do not end their season
when they are crowned. Most
champions continue against
intramural winners from other
schools.

••••

HWHITE FLOUR
HP.ATOS
..

··-------

Edinburg

383-2031

TRY 'EM, YOU'LL
LIKE 'EMI

1014 S.10th Ave.
(b•hlnd P•t•r Pl,,., Pizza)

GENERAL DENTISTRY CENTERS
$15 COMPLETE
DENTAL EXAM AND FULL
MOUTH X-RAY

~----------------------~--------------------1 PERSON

INCIALIIIIII IN IWIIIIAII fl.OIi TOl1'IIUI
.... I'S on NOIIUIADI IIQ,U ALL . . .
MADI fUSII DAilT ON NUIIIU

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALLI
I

nO~ I
~.,e
C
II
.v
'1i EXP 3-1-90 .J
O~T'

ONLY$2.89

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M.•SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

Emergencies aner office hours call 682-8833

---------------------

2 Enchiladas
Spanish Rice
Ranchero Beans
12 oz. Coke

llcALL■N

(Peeall)........................................682■3176
McALLEN (Bus. 83)......................................687-8269
McALLEN (No. 10th) ....................................682•1576
IDIN■URG •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••383-0725

■■OWNSYILLI ••••••••••••••••••••..•••••.................S4 I •0241
MISSION .....................................................S8S-4S4S
WISLAC0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••969•14l4

NARLINGIN •••••••••••....•••••••••..••••...................21•622•

..
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:M'~TTIJ Cliristmas ancf liappy 1foficfays

-Jobs auailable
for writers ond photogs

CHOOSE THE APARTMENT COMMUNITY
THAT OFFERS SO MUCH MORE ...

Are you tired of your classes and need some form of relaxation?
Or maybe you're tired of doing the same thing day in, day out?
The Pan American is looking
for reporters and photographers for the Spring semester. ,1

·-

,,,,11

·

. .

~~~:_-~Ji~ '

Requrements:

~

~cr~tin
Be willing to work
Have good grammar skills (reporters)

Luxurious 1, 2, and
3 bedroom

· ;:.-

•

.

2 swimming pools

.

Tennis courts

·

For more information, call Joe Zambrano at 381-2542 or
go by the Student Publiations Office, Emilia Ramirez Hall, 100.

Rio needs you
as editor
for spring issue

Family and adult
Beautifully
landscaped
.

Close to schools wall{ to Pan Am

.

Cabana with
bar-b-que

.

On site management-24-hour emergency
maintenance
Courtesy security

Great New
Management!

Rio, general-interest magazine, is interested in you

becoming the editor for the spring semester.
Although experience is not necessary, it is preferred.
Expertise in composition, grammar and
photography would be helpful.
Knowledge of yearbook layout principles
is considered a plus.
The deadline for applying is noon, Dec. 8.

EL BOSQUE
1609 WEST SCHUNIOR • EDINBURG. TEXAS 78539

512~383-8382 • 512-383-6162

Applications are availabie and should be submitted
in the Student Publications Office,
Emilia Ramirez Hall 100.
_ _____ For further information, call Joyce Prock at 381'--2
-"=5__
41__._ _ __

File

New

•
Madntoshqpcomputers have always been easy to use. But they've
never been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple® Macintosh computers and peripherals.
So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money.

•
The Macintosh Sale.
Now thrqugh January 31.

Open ...
Close

OON
000

............................................................

Saue As ...

................•.•..••••...................................

Print ...

OOP

Quit

OOQ

............................................................

Technology Resources
LRC 116

Hours: 8:00 am - 5:30 pm
Monday - Thursday
8:00 am - 12:00 noon - Friday

